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Casali acrylic resin sports surfaces guarantee excellent ultraviolet light 
resistance that keeps the colours bright for years of play. Thanks to the 
fact that Casali Sport acrylic flooring is reinforced with carefully selected 
sands, the product is highly resistant to wear, non-slip and ensures 
outstanding playing comfort. The absence of joints (seamless), added to 
simple and inexpensive retopping of damaged flooring, make Casali Sport 
acrylic systems the perfect choice for indoor or outdoor sports surfaces 
such as tennis courts, multi-purpose courts, skating rings and cycling 
tracks. The flooring is available in a wide range of colours that are not only 
attractive but also make it possible to clearly mark out specific playing 
areas. The quality of Casali Sports acrylic systems are recognised by the 
most prestigious certification entities and international Sports Federa-
tions.
Our acrylic sport surfaces systems:

SUPERSOFT 
SUPERSOFT DOPPIO (CUSHION)
SURFACE EVOLUTION
SUPERSOFT PRO TURF
COLORSINT
COLORTOP
CONFOSPORT / CONFOSPORT T
CONFOSPORT FL
CONFOSPORT IT
CONFOSPORT PM
SUPERSOFT SG
POLYSPORT
ROLLERTOP

Acrylic
surfaces



Casali polyurethane resin sports surfaces are highly resistant and ensure 
outstanding performance. These characteristics are guaranteed by the 
fact that Casali Sport polyurethane systems, that are made with high 
quality materials, has different thicknesses and levels of elasticity, 
depending on the flooring to be laid.
The absence of joints (seamless), added to simple and inexpensive 
retopping of damaged flooring, make Casali Sport polyurethane flooring 
the perfect choice for indoor or outdoor courts. The flooring is available in 
a wide range of colours that are not only attractive but also make it possi-
ble to clearly mark out specific playing areas.
The quality of Casali Sports polyurethane flooring is recognised by the 
most prestigious certification entities and international Sports Federa-
tions. 
Our polyurethane sport surfaces systems:

Polyurethan
e

surfaces

INDOOR
PAVISINT SL 75
PAVISINT SL 75 GYM
PAVISINT SL 75 RW
PAVISINT SL 75 FL
PAVISINT SL 75 PM

OUTDOOR
ATHLON 45
PAVISINT SL 75 RB
PAVISINT SL 75 AS
PREMIUM



Glues

Casali Sport glues are two-component products formulated to glue 
synthetic grass sheets, rubber and PVC prefabricated sheets used for 
sports courts. These glues are formulated to fully exploit the advantages 
of this technology (pre-dosed two-component), and are available in 
different versions which, through a chemical reaction, ensure durable and 
efficient gluing in any condition.
Casali Sports glues ensure excellent adhesion, making them compatible 
with the most common types of synthetic grass and prefabricated sheets 
on the market.
Casali Sports glues are used to lay LND (National Amateur League) and 
FIFA approved football fields.
Our glues and seaming tapes:

Application in humid environment
High level of reactivity
Ideal for winter application

PASTE
PASTE MP 150
PASTE EP 11

BANDA GT 30
BANDA KF 40
BANDA NT 30



Casali Sportrack SW-PF, Sportrack SW-PM and Sportrack SC are 
professional sports flooring systems for athletic tracks used for 
competitions and training. They ensure excellent performance in any 
weather. 

Casali Sportrack SW-PF (IAAF certified) is a waterproof sandwich type 
system, consisting of a 10 mm prefabricated rubber mat and polyure-
thane resin coating with EPDM granules sprinkled on the top. Athletes 
will appreciate the comfort and uniform elastic response of this track, 
guaranteed by the use of a prefabricated deck and final layer that give 
a uniform thickness; the technical characteristics of this track never 
diminish over the years.

Casali Sportrack SW-PM (IAAF certified) is a waterproof sandwich 
type system, consisting of a base layer laid on site, specifically graded 
sbr rubber granules and polyurethane binder, as well as a  polyure-
thane resin coating with EPDM granules sprinkled on the top. The 
track is laid on site and is perfectly uniform and seamless; Casali 
Sportrack SW PM is specifically designed to reduce trauma, optimis-
ing the elastic energy return and improving sports performance, while 
ensuring a uniform dynamic response.

Casali Sportrack SC is a semi-draining type flooring system consisting
of a base layer laid onsite, specially graded sbr rubber granules and 
polyurethane binder, and coloured polyurethane resin compound top 
layer with EPDM granules applied in several coatings by spray gun. 
Laid on site and perfectly uniform and seamless, the track is specifical-
ly designed to reduce and prevent injuries, thus optimising the elastic 
energy return and improving performance, while ensuring a uniform 
dynamic response. This track ensures excellent performance in any 
weather.



Milan

Rome

Ancona

In more than one hundred Countries all over the world, 
Casali is a benchmark brand synonymous of quality, 
professionalism and technical assistance in the building 
industry. 
Founded in 1936 as a manufacturer of products for the 
protection of buildings against the action of water, since 
then Casali has worked to find the most innovative and 
efficient solutions, taking into account the most 
up-to-date developments in building techniques and the 
need to protect the natural environment as a precious 
resource. In our very long history, we have acquired an 
experience which is unique, placing it at the service of 
our customers with reliable products and systems, to 
resolve even the most complex building problems, above 
all those related to waterproofing, and later with products 
to ensure sound comfort, besides sports surfaces. 

www.casalisport.com
info@casalisport.it

Our is a 
long story that 
keeps on going.

Since 1992, Casali has been dedicating a 
great deal of time and effort to develop high 
performance seamless acrylic and polyure-
thane sports flooring, and gluing systems 
for artificial turf. With over 7500 courts and 
sports fields builded all over the world, 
Casali Sport is one of the today most 
known brand for sports surfaces.
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